
Value communicated: togetherness _ you’re an important part of a whole. structure:

step #01

Show how ikea worksgoal of the game:
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‘togetherness’ GAME #01
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in the ikea store all the departments are 
closely connected, only by working in this 
way is it possible to reach the set goals.
it can happen that a manager from the sales 
department asks for some solution or for some 
help to a logistics manager. all the deci-
sions taken will influence the work of the 
other departments. for this reason every 
single feedback is important!

“direct the co-workers in the different parts 
of the warehouse and choose the right number 
of ‘items’ that you need to use to complete 
the assignment received from your own 
department and the sales department”.

Forklift type 2Forklift type 1
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‘follow the assignment 
received from both your 
own and the sales 
department.’

step #02
‘choose the right number 
of items that you need 
to complete the task 
within time.’

step #03
‘locate the choosen items 
at the best place of 
work.’
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Value communicated: costconsciousness _ less cost for us and for customers. structure:

step #01

manage the goods flowgoal of the game:

STORY
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‘cost-consciousness / efficiency’ GAME #02

video game

first chapter
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second chapter third chapter

Every morning when all the trucks arrive,
a complex process starts. the customers will 
never know how articulated it really is. 
Only thanks to the great organization amd 
the capabilities of ikea managers, everything 
can go on in the best way possible.

“manage all the goods flow through the 
different parts of the warehouse. pay atten-
tion to the clock and, of course, complete 
everything in the most efficient way”.

market hall

self-service

‘look at the color of the 
products to know where 
they have to go.’

step #02
‘click on the switch 
point to select the right 
way.’

step #03
‘unload all the trucks 
and manage the goods 
flow whitin the given 
time.’
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‘cost-consciousness / efficiency’ GAME #02
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Value communicated: leadership _ leading business and people together to create
    one ikea

structure:

step #01

manage your team goal of the game:
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the ikea business will never be a 
one-man-show. it is characterised by 
co-operation between people who believe in 
the same cause and respect each other’s 
efforts. everybody is important.
Only by blending the right method of leader-
ship together with a ‘hands-on’ mentality, 
can one become a truly capable manager at 
IKEA.

“after an overview of the work that still 
remains to be done; manage your team by 
solving all the problems that arise during 
the last part of the work day. test yourself 
with the specific task given and prove your 
capabilities as a good leader”.

‘have an overview of all 
the work that still 
remains to be done’

step #02
‘DO it, understand it’
fill up the shelf in the 
appropriate way.

- 01. follow the example and 
fill the shelf
- 02. Choose what you need 
looking the given percentage
- 03. drag and drop the right 
product when it appears on the 
special screen ‘what’s in the 
pallet’

step #03
‘help the new guy to 
finish his work, paying 
attention to complete 
all the work in time’
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‘leadership’ GAME #03
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